Akropola

Real estate for
the green age
With energy efﬁciency increasingly taking centre stage in environmental debates, it is not
surprising that the focus has also been on the development of environmentally-friendly
solutions for real estate. Buildings are among the biggest energy consumers; make a building
energy efﬁcient, and you have not just saved money, but also made a contribution towards
sustainable living.

Cutting emissions
Over 40 percent of Slovenia’s carbon
dioxide emissions, the main greenhouse
gas causing climate change, come from
the energy we use every day – at home
and when we travel. With so-called passive
houses, emissions can be cut substantially.
Currently, Akropola is working on plans for
a low-energy residential complex, called
the Eco-Silver House, which complies with
passive house standards. This project
exceeds all predictions of the European
Union’s environmental strategy and ranks
highest among similar projects with its
innovative and eco-oriented focus.

Franc Erjavec, Akropola CEO

It will be located in Brinje, on the
outskirts of Ljubljana. The location was
speciﬁcally chosen based on its special
characteristics: a southern orientation,
wide-open views and complete residential
infrastructure. The Eco-Silver House will

have 128 bright, spacious and highly
functional apartments.
This will be the ﬁrst energy efﬁcient new
construction project in Ljubljana and,
as such, will be a perfect showcase for
the company building it. The complex
will boast the latest in ecological and
environmental protec tion solutions,
reducing CO2 emissions and setting
new standards regarding low energy
consumption.

Silver lining
Although the r eal e st ate mar ket ’s
prospects are uncertain at the moment,
Akropola’s projec t shows what will
be on the market in the future, when
stricter environmental standards come
into force. Passive houses have already
been accepted as an alternative by more
environmentally-minded people; we are

Slovenia, a small alpine country on the south side of the Alps, brings some light into the dark tunnel that is the current real estate market. With
the ﬁrst advanced, environmentally-conscious passive construction project in the country, whose main strengths are extremely low energy
consumption for heating and cooling, Akropola is setting new standards in Slovenia’s real estate sector.

Eco-Silver House
quick facts
• Gross surface: 23,456 m2
• Net residential surface: 10993 m2
• Four basement levels with parking
facilities
• Two terrace ﬂoors with duplex
apartments
• 17 ﬂoors overall
• 128 apartments in the complex

now offering an upgrade of the concept
– a passive building consisting of smaller
units.

tools and other devices that make life
easier will be managed through an easyto-handle graphic interface controlling:

Things like insufﬁcient insulation, opening
the windows to let the fresh air in,
leaving lights switched on unnecessarily
or overﬁlling a kettle all waste energy,
resulting in needless carbon dioxide
emissions.

• air-conditioning and cooling

Cutting the latter is the main aim of
Akropola’s sustainable building, where the
following state-of-the-art solutions will be
implemented:
• excellent thermal isolation,
• a passive standard (PHPP) capping the
use of energy for heating at 12kWh/
m2 a year; the limit for the passive
standard is less than 15kWh/m2a
• energy class A (energy identity card)
with annual demand for energy of 2.4
kWh/m2a
• excellent sound isolation of walls,
lowering the level of external noise
from 67 dB to 24 dB,
• rational, time-deﬁned air-conditioning
of the building, enabling the restoration
of waste heat, thus cutting the heating
bill by 50 percent
• sun protec tion, including ex terior
shutters, preventing overheating of the
building during summer months
• intelligent control of various kinds of
electrical and mechanical appliances,
allowing for coordinated and automatic
functioning of integrated machines and
tools

• heating
• shutters
• entrance control and video home-phone
(with secure data protection)
• biometric door unlocking (with secure
data protection)
• alarm
• internet access
• weather station
Remote control of devices through mobile
phones, notebooks and palm computers
will be available as an upgrade.

One-stop shop for your project
Akropola is one of the largest architectural ofﬁces in Slovenia. Its portfolio is
highly varied, testifying to the ﬁrm’s experience in satisfying the demands of both
commercial and residential real estate developers. Akropola has been involved
in designing a wide range of business buildings from banks, trade exchanges
and hotels to casinos and health centres, not to mention a ﬁlm studio. The ﬁrm
has done a lot of work on housing facilities, designing not only private houses
and apartment blocks, but also entire residential quarters. The biggest of them
consists of 1,000 apartments, while other smaller ones have approximately 150
units. Akropola is well-established in Slovenia and abroad, its clients coming from
all sectors of the economy.
Akropola’s advantage over the competition is its seamless integration of all services
needed for the complete realisation of projects, from construction of the building
to its handover to the ﬁnal customer.

• use of rain water for toilets to cut the
consumption of drinking water
• photovoltaic cells on the roof, harnessing
the sun’s energy
Eco-materials such as plaster and wood
will be used in the construc tion of
apartments, making healthy environment
and high living c omfor t a r ealit y.
Such construction allows for 14 times
lower energy consumption for heating
compared to currently available standard
apartments.

To make the most of all opportunities for
comfortable living that Eco-Silver House
offers, a control system will be installed,
making the house not only environmentally
sustainable, but also smart. All machines,
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Living smart

